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ABSTRACT 

Reactive protocols don’t maintain routing information or routing activity at the network nodes if there is no 

communication. Reactive protocols determine a route to some destination only when somebody wants to send a 

packet to that destination. The route discovery usually occurs by flooding the route request packets throughout the 

mobile ad-hoc networks. Our approach is using reverse route calculation in RRQ packets and reverse route 

calculation in RRP packets to obtain optimal path communication between sender nodes to destination node for 

mobile ad-hoc networks. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 1.1 Mobile ad-hoc network 

Mobile ad-hoc networks are self organizing and self configuring multi hop wireless networks where the 

structure of the network changes dynamically because of mobility of nodes [1]. A MANET can be a 

standalone network or it can be connected to external networks (Internet).The main two characteristics of 

MANET are mobility and multi hop and hence multi hop operation requires a routing mechanism 

designed for mobile nodes. In mobile ad-hoc networks where there is no infrastructure support as is the 

case with wireless networks, and since a destination node might be out of range of a source node 

transmitting packets; a routing procedure is always needed to find a path so as to forward the packets 

appropriately between the source and the destination [1]. Within a cell, a base station can reach all mobile 

nodes without routing via broadcast in common Wireless networks. In the case of ad-hoc networks, each 

node must be able to forward data for other nodes.Therefore the requirements of the protocol for MANET 

are loop free paths, optimal path, dynamic topology maintenance etc. 

1.2 Reactive Routing Protocol 

Reactive routing protocol is an on-demand routing protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks. The protocol 

comprises of two main functions of route discovery and route maintenance. Route discovery function is 

responsible for the discovery of new route, when one is needed and route maintenance function is 

responsible for the detection of link breaks and repair of an existing route. Reactive routing protocols, 

such as the AODV [4], the DSR [5], do not need to send hello packet to its neighbor nodes frequently to 

maintain the coherent between nodes. Another important feature of reactive routing protocol is that it does 

not need to distribute routing information and to maintain the routing information which indicates about 

broken links [3]. Both the neighbor table and routing information would be created when a message 
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needed to be forwarded and nodes maintain this information just for certain lifetime. When 

communication between two nodes completes, nodes discard all these routing and neighbor information. 

If another message needs to be forwarded, same procedure continues. 

II. OUR APPROACH TO FIND THE OPTIMAL PATH 

We calculate optimal path between source node and destination node by two steps, which are executed 

both in forwarding RRQ (route request) packets and RRP (route reply) packets. 

2.1 Reverse route calculation in RRQ 

Each node will create a route table called reverse route table when it receive a RRQ. This reverse route 

table is different from other route tables. It records and indicates the route to the source node, not the 

destination node. Furthermore, node will calculate the distance every time, and most importantly, this 

distance is the key fact to choose the shortest path to the source node [2]. First of all, when a node 

receives RRQ, it will create a route entry which indicates the next hop (the node forwarding the RRQ) to 

the source node and calculate the distance between this next hop node and the source node. Second, this 

node will also make the similar decision when it receives RRQ, update route table or discard RRQ [3]. 

For convenience, we use two variables (First and new) to indicate how to make reverse route calculation 

in RRQ. The first is distance the node calculates at the first time when it receives RRQ or the distance at 

current time. The new is distance the node calculates when it receives RRQ again. Once an intermediate 

node receives a RRQ, the node sets up a reverse route entry for the source node in its route table. Reverse 

route entry consists of <Source IP address, Source seq. number, number of hops to source node, IP 

address of node from which RRQ was received>. Using the reverse route a node can send a RRP to the 

source. Reverse route entry also contains life time field. RRQ reaches destination, In order to respond to 

RRQ a node should have in its route table unexpired entry for the destination and sequence number of 

destination at least as great as in RRQ (for loop prevention). If both conditions are met & the IP address 

of the destination matches with that in RRQ the node responds to RRQ by sending a RRP. If conditions 

are not satisfied, then node increments the hop count in RRQ and broadcasts to its neighbours. Ultimately 

the RRQ will make to the destination. Let us consider the temporary topology of mobile ad-hoc network 

as shown below in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Temporary topology of mobile ad-hoc network 
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Fig.2 Node creates reverse route entry and calculates distance in RRQ 

 

[*Note:               new  

     RRQ]  
 

In Fig. 2, when node A broadcasts RRQ to node B and E, node B and E will create a reverse route entry 

which indicates the next hop to the source node when packet arrives at node B and E. Besides, node B and 

E would calculate the distance between forwarding node and source node. In this situation, the next hop 

to source node for node B and E is node A and the first for node B and E is 0, because node A is both the 

forwarding node and source node. And then, when node B forwards the RRQ to node E, node E will 

calculate the new which is the distance between forwarding node (node B) and the source node ( A). 

Then, node E will compare the new with first (the first distance when node E receives RRQ from node A). 

Since new > first, the node discard this RRQ. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.3a) Update route table in RRQ 
 

         [* Note:                      new  

                     first 

                            RRQ] 
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Fig.3b) The result of updating route table in RRQ 

        [  * Note:           RRQ] 
                    

 

As shown in Fig. 3(a), node F creates reverse route entry when it receives RRQ from node G and select 

node G as the next hop to the source node (A). The same process happen when node F receives the same 

RRQ again from node C. Node F calculates the new between the forwarding node (node C) and the source 

node (A). Since new < first, node F updates the route table and select node C as the next hop to the source 

node. Fig. 3(b) is the finally route after node C broadcasts RRQ. 

2.2 Reverse route calculation in RRP 

We use similar calculation mechanism to get the optimal path in forwarding RRP. The only difference is 

that the distance we calculate in RRP is from the node forwarding RRP to the destination node.  

 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Node creates reverse route entry and calculates distance in RRP 

 
 

[*Note:   RRQ 

  RRP] 

 

As shown in Fig. 4, the destination node (node D) receives the RRQ from node F and then creates the 

RRP and unicasts it to node F. Node F forwards this RRP to node C according to the route table created 

by forwarding the RRQ. 
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Fig .5a) update route table in RRP 
 

                            [   *Note:              RRQ 

                              RRP] 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5b) Optimal path communication between A to D 
 

When node C receives the RRP from node F, it creates the route entry and calculates the first, which 

indicates the next hop is node F when the message whose destination node is node D arrives at node C. 

And then, when node C receives RRP from node D, it will calculates the new and finds that new < first, as 

shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), node C updates the route table, and then finally optimal path is found. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose a reactive routing protocol, consists of two steps to find the optimal path: first, 

we calculate the shortest path to the source node and create reverse route table, second, we filter these 

paths to obtain optimal path communication for mobile ad-hoc networks by calculating distance to the 

destination node. 

As future work, we will make some measurement to increase the reliability of the reactive routing 

protocol, especially on how to fix the link when new node joints in the mobile ad-hoc network or when a 

node dies in the mobile ad-hoc network. 
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